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Abstract—Computing context is a major subject of interest
in smart homes. In this paper, we present how we adapted a
general purpose multi-level architecture for the computation of
contextual data to a prototype of smart home. After a quick
explanation of why we use different methods at different levels
of abstraction, we focus more on the low-level data fusion. To
do this, we present the basics of belief functions theory and how
we apply this theory to sensors to obtain stable abstractions.
By doing this, we highlight the major problem appearing when
processing directly sensor measures. We respond to this problem
by introducing an abstraction of sensors we call virtual sensors.
Some examples of virtual sensors are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computing context is a major subject of interest in smart
spaces such as smart homes. Contextual data are necessary
for services to adapt themselves to the context and to be as
efficient as possible [1].
Contextual data may be obtained via augmented appliances
capable of communicating their state and a bunch of sensors.
It becomes more and more real with the development of the
Internet of Things [2]. Unfortunately, the gathered data are not
always directly usable to understand what is going on and to
build services on them. Thus, data fusion is required.
Data fusion is a complex task as many data imperfections
can appear [3]:
• Randomness, due to physical systems (in our case,
sensors);
• Inconsistency, due to overload of data or conflicting
sources;
• Incompleteness, due to loss of data which may easily
happen with wireless sensors;
• Ambiguity (or fuzziness), due to the model or to the
natural language imprecision;
• Uncertainty, due to not fully reliable sources;
• Bias, due to systematic errors;
• Redundancy, due to multiple sources giving the same
information.
Those imperfections are handled by many theories [4]. Many
of them are commonly used to infer contextual information
from sensors [5]–[12].
All the existing methods are interesting and offer advan-
tages but most of them do not provide exactly the same type
of contextual data and none of them offer a general solution
for context reasoning [13]. Moreover, most approaches rely
directly on sensor measures making them hard to redeploy in
many different environments. As a matter of fact, any system
based on sensors requires an ad hoc tuning phase as the
behavior of sensors can slightly change from one environment
to another. Solutions based on learning directly from raw
sensor measures are also very sensitive to the quality of the
training set.
In terms of conception of systems, reasoning directly on
sensors to build high level abstractions or services is also
difficult and requires knowledge and experience.
The main aim of this paper, focused on a case of smart
home, is thus to illustrate why a multi-level context computing
architecture can be interesting. We present how it is possible to
merge different theories by feeding context models with stable
abstractions of adapted levels. Those stable abstractions enable
to repel the unavoidable ad hoc part of the system as close as
possible to the sensors.
The paper is thus organized as follows: first, we present
the different existing approaches for context computing we
are using and we present how it is possible to merge them
in a unique multi-level context computing architecture. Then,
we present our use of the belief functions theory (BFT) at
the lower-level of our architecture, its advantages and the
major drawback. It is followed by the introduction of virtual
sensors using common techniques to stabilize the sensor layers.
Examples of virtual sensors are then presented. Finally, the
paper is discussed and concluded.
II. MULTI-LEVEL CONTEXT COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE
In 2005, Coutaz et al. [1] suggested that context-aware
applications should rely on multiple levels of abstractions. As
depicted in Fig. 1, it is divided in four layers :
• Exploitation layer: the highest layer, it exploits con-
textual data to provide adapted services
• Context and situation identification layer: this is what
analyzes ongoing situations and potentially predicts
future situations
Exploitation layer
Situation and context identification layer
Perception layer: symbolic observables
Sensing layer: numeric observables
Fig. 1. Multi-level context computing architecture of Coutaz et al. [1].
• Perception layer: it offers a first layer of abstraction
for small pieces of context independent of deployed
sensors
• Sensing layer: it mainly consists of the data gathered
by sensors
In this architecture, every layer is based on the results of its
underlying layers. A similar decomposition of context comput-
ing is described by Bettini et al. in survey on context modeling
and reasoning techniques [13]. It seems totally pertinent to us
as in everyday life, when we are doing something such as
cooking and someone asks what we are doing, we first answer
that we are cooking independently of what we are really doing
such as mixing, breaking eggs, etc..
As a consequence, we are convinced that when we build
models, we first think of higher level of abstractions and then
decompose in sub-abstractions and so on. Our idea here is
thus to find methods that enable the building of such levels of
abstractions.
With this idea in mind, we looked for theories and methods
used for context computing and how we could merge them to
fit the general purpose architecture given by Coutaz et al..
A. Activity recognition
As we explained, the first level of abstraction coming to
mind when describing what we are doing is high level ab-
stractions such as cooking. Those activities are then the highest
level abstraction we want our system to be able to identify. Plan
recognition algorithms are used to analyze sequences of actions
and thus predict future actions of users. It could be, in our
case, adapted to identify ongoing activities and predict future
ones. There exist different plan recognition algorithms [14].
However, one interested us particularly, PHATT introduced by
Goldman, Geib and Miller [15].
In order to understand how PHATT is working, it is
important to understand the hierarchical task network (HTN)
planning problem which is “inverted” by the algorithm to
perform plan recognition. It consists in automatically gener-
ating a plan starting from a set of tasks to execute and some
constraints [16], [17].
The problem relies on the specification of a plan library
made of two components: the tasks to execute, which can
be primitive if they don’t ask for any further planning or
open, otherwise, and the methods, which are prescriptions of
how decomposing a task in (partially-) ordered sub-tasks. Note
that a same task can be decomposed using different methods,
thus resulting in different sub-task sequences. HTN planning
proceeds by decomposing non-primitive tasks recursively into
smaller and smaller subtasks, until primitive tasks are reached
that can be performed directly.
The principle behind the PHATT algorithm is to perform
plan recognition relying on three phases: defining the plan li-
brary, modeling the plan execution and recognizing the current
execution, starting from the observations [15], [18], [19].
The plan library is modeled like in the HTN planning
problem presented above. The plan execution is modeled as
a stochastic, generative model that selects actions to perform
from a set of enabled primitive tasks called pending set, which
is dynamically defined depending on the previous actions
performed by the agent, the agent’s goals and the plan library
[19].
Assuming this model of plan execution, PHATT takes as
input a sequence of observations, which correspond to agent’s
actions, and generates the set of all possible explanations for
the observed sequence of primitive tasks, in terms of executed
plans and, thus, goals. It then uses Bayesian inference to
calculate the probabilities of the generated explanations and
goals. The PHATT algorithm is thus particularly efficient to
produce predicted contextual data.
In our case, we would like to predict future situations
depending of the previously observed situations. To give an
example, if we want to predict that the situation dinner will
occur soon, it may be sufficient to have observed situations
such as cooking and/or setting the table.
Basing a plan recognition algorithm on smaller observa-
tions of activities such as breaking eggs, mixing, etc. may be
going too deep into details without any real reason. As a matter
of fact, it can be hard, if not impossible, to think of all the
small events that can compose activities of daily living. Thus,
we don’t want to apply a plan recognition algorithm directly
from sensor measures but on high level abstractions such as
situations.
B. Situation inference
For situation inference, a recent framework called Context
Spaces has been proposed [9], [20], [21]. The Context Spaces
modeling relies on a structure of context management orga-
nized in three levels: sensors, context and situations. Starting
from data captured by sensors, the theory offers methods and
algorithms to interpret and process these data and arrives at
a representation of the context, including facts, assumptions
and predictions [22], [23]. Reasoning mechanisms are then
applied on top of this context representation in order to
produce an answer (and a degree of confidence in the answer)
to the question “is a given situation currently occurring?”.
Those situations could then be used as an input for the plan
recognition algorithm.
The Context Spaces are based on a geometrical metaphor to
model situations (see Fig. 2). In addition to the fact it is simple
to think and visualize situations, in the Context Spaces, it is
possible to have a context state (i.e. a set of observations) that
corresponds to none of the modeled situation. It is particularly
Temperature)
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Fig. 2. Modeling of situations in the Context Spaces framework. The
context attributes corresponds to small pieces of context such as presence,
temperature, etc.. The solids called situations spaces represent the modeled
situations where each context attribute is a dimension. The context state
corresponds to the state of the system at a given time.
convenient as we do not want to always observe something.
As a matter of fact, we do not claim to be able to model every
possible daily activity in our smart home project.
Like for the plan recognition algorithm, when we think of
what compose a situation, we often think in terms of general
concept. If we stay with the cooking example, to describe this
situation we may think of abstractions such as presence in the
kitchen, a cooking appliance is used, and so on. Once again,
knowing more details, for instance raw measures from sensors,
may often be useless. However, the data required by situation
inference mechanism are of lower levels of abstraction than
situations required for plan recognition. Thus, we go deeper
into details when going deeper in abstraction levels.
There exist other methods to infer situations. For example,
in some work, the belief functions theory (BFT) is used [5]–
[8] with binary sensors. As binary sensors can be considered
of higher levels that sensor returning raw physical measures,
those works are a good evidence that modeling situations is
simpler with already high level abstractions.
C. Low-level data fusion
The information needed for situation inference are small
pieces of contextual data such as, for instance, a presence in
a room or a type of appliances being used. Those information
may be obtained directly from binary sensors [5]–[8] but
require sometimes low-level data fusion [12], [24].
A common theory to compute contextual data from sensors
is the belief functions theory (BFT) (also called Dempster-
Shafer theory or theory of evidence) [25], [26]. Based on
the accumulation of evidence, it enables the use of multiple
sources to infer contextual data, for instance the posture of
someone [12] or the presence in a room [24]. For example,
a presence in a room may be obtained from multiple sensors
such as motion sensors, sound sensors, thin force sensors on
chairs, etc..
This theory also offers powerful tools to handle conflicting
sources and detect errors and failures [27]–[30]. Thus, it is
particularly adapted to work with raw sensor measures.
Exploitation layer
Augmented appliances, mobile applications
Situation and context 
identification layer
Dynamics recognition (PHATT)
Context Spaces reasoning
Perception layer
Augmented appliances, belief functions theory
Sensing layer
Sensors, sensor nodes, augmented appliances
Fig. 3. Our multi-level context computing architecture (adapted from [1]).
D. Resulting architecture
All the presented methods offer different level of abstrac-
tions. Those abstractions can be thought easily by humans as
they correspond to daily activity descriptions. Those abstrac-
tions are stable as they do not depend of the deployed sensors
except for the lowest layer. The integration of the presented
methods result in the architecture depicted in Fig. 3.
On the highest level, we place the plan recognition algo-
rithm PHATT with input ongoing situations. Those situations
are inferred, using the Context Spaces, from medium-level
abstraction, called in our case context attributes, such as
binary sensors on furnitures, augmented appliances capable
of communicating their state and abstract data obtained from
data fusion such as presence in a room, posture of someone,
etc. The latter are computed using the belief functions theory
applied to heterogeneous sensors.
As all the presented methods are capable of handling
uncertainty, it is totally possible to propagate and conserve it
from one layer to another [31]. At each level, it is possible
to make a decision on the state that is considered as true
and send to the upper layer a couple (state, confidence). It
is also possible to transfer a set of possible states for the
upper layer to be able to consider all possibilities. Each state
is then attended with an equivalent of probability. The plan
recognition algorithm normally uses probabilities associated
to each measure. It can use confidence levels returned by the
Context Spaces theory instead. And the Context Spaces theory
can use degrees of beliefs as confidence level for the gathered
context attributes. Thus, uncertainty is propagated through the
different levels of the architecture.
III. APPLYING THE BELIEF FUNCTIONS THEORY
For low-level data fusion, we decided to use the belief
functions theory [25], [26]. In this section, we present the
basics of the theory and how it is possible to apply this theory
to sensors. We also discuss why this theory is adapted to the
low-level data fusion and its limitations.
A. Frame of Discernment
In the BFT, the first thing that should be defined is a set of
possible “worlds” called the frame of discernment. It is often
noted:
Ω = {ω1, ω2, ..., ωn} (1)
These worlds have to be exclusive (i.e. ωi ∩ ωj = ∅ if
i 6= j) and if possible exhaustive meaning that the true state
of the world has always been defined. To give an example,
we can define a set of possible postures for someone as Ω =
{Seated, Standing, LyingDown}.
B. Mass function
Once the frame of discernment is created, a mass function
(also called basic belief assignment or body of evidence)
representing the degree of belief associated to each subset of
Ω is defined such that:
m : 2Ω 7−→ [0, 1]∑
A⊆Ω
m(A) = 1 (2)
Each subset A ⊆ Ω with m(A) > 0 is called a focal ele-
ment. When a focal element contains several worlds, the degree
of belief given by the mass function cannot be distributed in
any way between those worlds. The degree of belief is thus
completely associated to the fact that the true state of the
world is contained in the focal element but cannot be more
specific. Thus, the mass function can represent uncertainty
using degrees of belief but also imprecision using non-atomic
subsets of Ω.
If Ω is a focal element, then m(Ω) is considered as the
degree of total ignorance. If a mass function only has Ω as
focal element, then it is called a vacuous mass function and
represents a case where no evidence has been gathered.
C. Building mass functions
To build mass functions, it is possible to use methods ex-
ploiting statistics [32]. However, we wanted a method requiring
only few experiments.
Instead of building mass functions from previous observa-
tions, we build for each sensor, applied to a context attribute,
a set a mass functions. Fig. 4 gives an example of set of mass
functions for a simple motion sensor in a case of presence
detection (Ω = {Y es,No}). The sensor used is a Phidget
Motion Sensor. When connected to a USB interface, it returns
a measure between 0 and 1000. A measure of 500 corresponds
to no motion detected and any other measure is equivalent to its
symmetrical around 500. This kind of set is built on intuition
and can be fine-tuned after few experiments.
Once a set of mass functions is built, a projection on this
set is done in order to obtain the corresponding mass function
each time a raw data from that sensor is received. For instance,
with the given Fig. 4, if the motion sensor returns a value of
450, then the resulting mass function would have two focal
elements: m({Y es}) = 0.7 and m({Y es ∪No}) = 0.3. It is
also possible to temporize beliefs to propagate them through
time and potentially take into account previous beliefs [24].
A constraint to respect when building these sets of mass
functions is the least commitment principle. In our case it can
be translated by the fact that the belief induced by a sensor
measure should not be too specific when it cannot be. In the
given example, the motion is only a proof that somebody may
be there but the gathered measure is not a good proof that
1"
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Fig. 4. Example of a set of mass functions associated to a motion sensor
in the case of presence detection. To each measure given by the sensor is
associated a mass function.
nobody is there. That is why the set {No} never appears in
the set of mass functions in Fig. 4.
While this method is efficient to quickly build belief
models, it is directly connected to the output of each sensor.
Biased and noisy measures can cause major modifications on
the resulting beliefs. This problem is not specific to our way of
building belief functions because if we had chosen a method
based on statistics, the statistics may be dependent of the bias
and noise caused by a specific environment as well.
Finally, even if methods enable the detection and manage-
ment of faults and failures [27]–[30], we present in the section
IV how it is possible to get rid of the dependency between
models and bias/noise of sensors.
D. Accumulating evidence
The theory of belief functions is about accumulating ev-
idence on what is going on. To do this, the most common
rule of combination is the Dempster’s rule given by (for all
A ⊆ Ω, A 6= ∅):
m1 ⊕m2(A) = 1
1−K
∑
B∩C=A6=∅
m1(B)m2(C) (3)
with K =
∑
B∩C=∅
m1(B)m2(C) (4)
and m1 ⊕m2(∅) = 0 (5)
This rule of combination is completely general and does
not require identified pieces of evidence to work. Thus, when
some data are lost, in wireless communications for instance, it
is still possible to fuse the gathered evidence. The resiliency
of the system is maximum when using this theory directly on
sensor measures. Moreover, this combination rule enables the
use of heterogeneous sensors for the computation of context
attributes. One may not rely on only one type of sensors.
Another advantage of using such rule of combination is
that it enables the use of different configurations of sensors
to compute the same context attribute. The configuration can
depend on where the system is deployed. For instance, if we
want to detect the presence in diverse rooms, we may use
different sensors for the kitchen, the bedroom, the bathroom
and so on. While motion sensors may be good evidence of
the presence of someone in the kitchen or the bathroom, thin
force sensors on chairs, sofa and bed may be better of evidence
of presence in the living room and the bedroom. The context
Subsets {Y es} {No} {Y es ∪No} ∅
m 0.7 0 0.3 0
m⊕m 0.91 0 0.09 0
m⊕m⊕m 0.973 0 0.027 0
TABLE I. COMBINATION OF A MASS FUNCTION WITH ITSELF.
attributes then become stable abstractions not directly thought
in terms of sensors.
One major drawback of this rule is that it does not manage
properly conflicting sources. Thus, the rule is not defined for
sources in total conflict (i.e. K = 1) and can lead to counter-
intuitive results with highly conflicting sources [33]. To prevent
side effects of conflicting sources, it is possible to use methods
to discount the sources of conflict [12] and there also exist
other combination rules to manage conflict [27], [34], [35].
All the existing rules keep the generality of the Dempster’s
rule and enable the use of non-identified pieces of evidence.
One another risk with the Dempster’s rule is that the pieces
of evidence should be independent [36]. Thus, if one is using
multiple times the same sensor type, for reliability reasons for
instance, the gathered evidence should not be fused altogether
with other type of sources using the BFT as they are reflecting
the same physical event. As a matter of fact, if for example
we use three motion sensors and one sound sensor, the three
motion sensors should defend the same evidence in majority
against the sound sensor, which in fact should not be seen as
a majority but only as half the sensors. This is due to the fact
that the Dempster’s rule of combination is not idempotent (i.e.
m⊕m 6= m if m is not the vacuous mass function). Thus, if
the three motion sensors observe the same phenomenon and
result in the same mass function, the fusion of those three mass
functions converge where it should not (cf Table I) and results
in an overly committed mass function.
To conclude this section on belief functions theory, we can
say that this theory is very flexible and brings resiliency to
our system. Unfortunately, it has some drawbacks. Firstly, the
models, which require in the best case few experiments for
each useful sensor for each context attribute, are dependent
of bias and noise. As a consequence, it increases the engi-
neering work required to reuse the models when the system is
deployed in various environments. Secondly, the independence
of sources required by the Dempster’s rule of combination can
be a major limitation if we want redundancy to overcome the
loss of data we observe with wireless communications.
IV. VIRTUAL SENSORS
As seen in previous sections, the sensor measures may be
imperfect for multiple reasons. The most annoying reasons
when deploying a system are biases and noisy measures. It
requires fine tuning each type the system is deployed in a new
environment. In order to prevent from doing this work again
and again at levels where models are hard to build, we decided
to add a new sublayer to the sensing layer (cf Fig. 3): virtual
sensors.
Instead of modifying high level models, we create sensor
abstractions such as motion sensor, sound sensor, temperature
sensor, etc. It is particularly convenient when working with
typed data such as temperature or sound level. It is possible
to use different brands of sensors for sensors of the same
type. Thus, those sensors, even if they are measuring the same
physical event, can return very different data due to their range,
sensibility, voltage, etc. By creating abstraction of sensors, it is
possible to build models directly from typed data simplifying
even more the building of models as those data have are
understandable by humans.
Those virtual sensors are built very simply from common
heuristics and can be used for:
• Bias and noise compensation: as some sensors can be
sensitive to the environment, with few experiments in a
new environment, it is easy to observe the deviation of
any sensor from its normal behavior and thus correct
it properly.
• Data aggregation: sometimes, redundancy is conve-
nient for reliability but also for reasons of sensor range
(for example, a sensor motion has often a limited
angle of vision making them unable to observe an
entire room alone). However, as we have seen in
section III-D, multiple sources observing the same
physical event should not be mixed altogether with
other sources. By doing simple heuristics such as
averaging or getting the maximum/minimum, it is
possible to create virtual sensors, seen by the upper
layer as a single sensor, composed of multiple sources
of the same type.
• Meta-data generation: when gathering data from sen-
sors, it is possible to generate meta-data such as
variation of the measures, average on last X measures,
etc. Those generated data are also seen by the upper
layer as sensor data.
It is also possible in these virtual sensors to implement fault
and failure detection mechanisms using the BFT. It enables
the detection of fault in the case of sensors of the same type.
At higher level, those mechanisms will detect inconsistency
between sensors of different types which is not of the same
utility.
Thus, those virtual virtual sensors, without disabling any
features in our architecture, bring more stability for our mod-
els. Moreover, by keeping the virtual sensors very simple, they
are easy to adapt and tune in a new environment and the
overhead in terms of computation is reduced to the minimum
and does not really impact the global system performance.
Finally, the fine tuning part is always reduced to this level of
our architecture and nothing else has to be changed when we
move the system from one environment to another.
The introduction of virtual sensors results in the modifica-
tion of our multi-level architecture depicted in Fig. 5.
V. EXAMPLES OF VIRTUAL SENSORS
We deployed a prototype of smart home in two rooms
(kitchen and living room) using phidgets sensors [37]. The sen-
sors were connected to wireless nodes, communicating using
a 6LowPAN/RPL network [38], such as Zolertia and Wismote
nodes (see Fig. 6). We emulated augmented appliances with
Android applications (see Fig. 7). The data fusion algorithms
Exploitation layer
Augmented appliances, mobile applications
Situation and context 
identification layer
Dynamics recognition (PHATT)
Context Spaces reasoning
Perception layer
Augmented appliances, belief functions theory
Sensing layer
Sensors, sensor nodes, augmented appliances
Virtual sensors
Fig. 5. Our multi-level context computing architecture (adapted from [1])
corrected with virtual sensors.
were running on PandaBoards1 (ARMv7 1Ghz with 1GB of
RAM) whose computational power was actually way higher
than our real needs. That is why, we aim to use Raspberry Pi2
(ARMv6 700Mhz with 512MB of RAM) instead.
The main context attribute we wanted to compute was the
presence in the rooms. In order to do this, we placed diverse
sensors: motion sensors, thin force and vibration sensors on
chairs, contact sensors on windows, entrance sensors and
CO2 sensors. Those sensors where placed in both rooms.
Unfortunately, in order to observe the motion into those rooms,
multiple motion sensors had to be deployed. Moreover, the “no
motion detected” measure (corresponding to our zero on Fig.
4) was not exactly the same for each motion sensor. It could be
due to different battery level as well as the electronic precision.
Thus, we created virtual sensors to correct those biases and
merge the motion into a unique motion sensor. With motion
sensors placed as depicted in Fig. 8, the corresponding virtual
sensor had the following behavior:
• The two measures are received: the highest motion
measure observed is returned. If no motion has been
detected, then a “no motion” measure is returned.
• Only on measure is received: if motion has been
detected, the measure is returned. If no motion has
been observed, no measure is returned. As a matter of
fact, the lost data could have correspond to a detected
motion and there is no sufficient clue that no motion
has been detected.
• No measure is received: no measure is returned.
With this virtual sensor adapted to each room, we were able
to reuse the belief model created for the abstraction motion
sensor applied to presence in all the rooms. It is particularly
convenient as it is a lot more difficult to tune belief models
than to tune bias correction.
Another virtual sensor that has been deployed was one to
count the number of people seated on the chairs by simply
applying a threshold in the weight detected by the thin force
sensors and counting the number of persons detected. As it
is possible to lose data in wireless communications, we were
aware that the returned number of persons seated is in fact the
1http://pandaboard.org/
2http://www.raspberrypi.org/
Fig. 6. Wireless nodes (Zolertia on the top right corner and Wismote on the
bottom left corner) with connected phidgets sensors (here, a light sensor and
an IR distance sensor).
Fig. 7. Emulated augmented appliances: here, a hot plate and a radio.
Observed 
zone
Fig. 8. Placement of motion sensors in a room. At least two sensors have to
be installed to be able to observe the majority of the room.
minimum number of persons seated. As a matter of fact, if
three persons are seated but the measures of only two sensors
are received, the virtual sensor is able to return “there are at
least two persons seated”.
Finally, we deployed a virtual sensor to be able to exploit
a CO2 sensor. This sensor is not reactive as it takes time
for the CO2 level measured to vary significantly enough to
deduce anything on the presence. As a matter of fact, the CO2
level increases slowly when someone enters the room and it
continues to increase for a while after the last person leaves the
Entry Exit
Fig. 9. Resulting mass for the detection of presence in the kitchen. It is obtained via the fusion of masses obtained with the measures of CO2 sensor, motion
sensors, pressure and vibration sensors on chairs.
room. We thus used a sensor on the entrance to detect passage
of people and infer on what should be the real measure of our
virtual CO2 sensor.
Figure 9 depicts the resulting mass function for the detec-
tion of presence in the kitchen. The increasing and decreasing
times of the mass at the beginning and in the end are due to
temporization applied to the building of mass functions [24].
The spikes are due to loss of data and partly compensated by
temporization. These results were obtained using the imple-
mentation of belief functions THE GAME3.
While these examples may seem trivial, they were par-
ticularly convenient and accelerated a lot the deployment of
our prototype. Moreover, the belief models created for this
prototype will be usable in any future deployment with only
virtual sensors to tune.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented how a general purpose architec-
ture for context computing could be adapted for smart homes
using existing methods of data fusion and situation inference.
Even if we are convinced that the methods we decided to use
are adapted to the level of abstractions we require, we are
aware that many other theories and methods may exist.
That is why we reason in terms of abstraction when
building our models. Any layer could be replaced or patched
using a theory without modifying the other layers. Moreover,
the theories we use could be used at different levels without
any problem. For example, if the plan recognition algorithm
PHATT works initially with a very detailed tree of possible
actions, it can certainly predict small pieces of context as
well as future situations. If we constraint this algorithm to
the upper part of our architecture, it is because we think
that the prediction of situations is a lot more useful than
the prediction of small actions in the case of smart home
applications. Moreover, as we defended it, it is a matter of
modeling ease.
For the BFT, it is actually possible to use it at many levels
of abstraction. As a matter of fact, we use it to compute context
attributes but it can also be used at very low level to fuse
homogeneous sources and get a unique measure or it can be
used at higher level for situation inference [5]–[8].
The architecture suggested by Coutaz et al. [1] is general
and flexible. Thus, the methods we use to adapt it to our smart
home applications is not the unique way of doing it. One is
free to use any method or theory at any level depending on
3Available at: https://github.com/bpietropaoli/THEGAME/
his or her criteria like ease of modeling, computation time or
performance in context identification.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an example of multi-level data
fusion architecture used in a prototype of smart home with a
specific focus on low-level data fusion techniques. The use of
multi-level data fusion has many advantages:
• Simple modeling: by using different levels of abstrac-
tions, the models are closer to the way of thinking
of humans. Moreover, those models require less en-
gineering as they are stable from one deployment to
another. It thus increases a lot the adaptability of the
system and reduce the time of deployment.
• Cut complexity: each method used has a high com-
plexity when treating a whole flow of raw measures.
By using as input higher level abstractions, we reduce
for the upper layers the number of processed data and
thus the complexity.
• Each level of abstraction has its interest: in our archi-
tecture, each level of abstractions has its own time
and physical scale. For instance, a situation is not
detected as quickly as the presence in a room. Thus,
each level of abstract has its own interest as a con-
textual data required by services. For example, a light
automation service may not use the higher levels of
abstraction as low-level abstraction such as presence
may be sufficient and more reactive. Conversely, a
heater automation service may be interested only in
high level abstractions for more stability in time and
because of inertia.
The paper focused with more details on low-level data
fusion using the belief functions theory. We presented the
basics of the belief functions theory and how it is possible
to apply this theory with heterogeneous sensors to compute
contextual data. This short presentation highlighted major
drawbacks when trying to port models from one deployment to
another. To respond to the problem of portability, we added a
sublayer composed of virtual sensors enabling the abstraction
of sensors. Even if the abstraction of sensor types may come in
the future with standardization of sensors, for now, it has to be
done manually in order to ease the engineering when deploying
systems in multiple environments. By doing such abstraction,
we reduce the ad hoc part required for each deployment to the
lowest level possible.
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